
On Thursday 25 Ocober 2018, CBZ Holdings handed over a furnished classroom block to Manyiri Primary School in Chiredzi. The colourful event was 
attended by CBZ Holdings staff, villagers, local headmen, chiefs, staff from neighbouring schools, councilors, the Zaka East Constituency MP, staff, 
parents and learners at Manyiri primary school.  

The classroom block was built in partnership with the  villagers. They set up a building commitee and rolled up their sleeves to work tirelessly to see 
this dream come true. The block and furniture cost around US$24 000.
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Checking the settings | Henry Maposa (Contact Centre), manually browses for net-
work connectivity upon arrival, to enable CBZ Social Media live updates of the event.

Feel at home | The VIP tent | Staff members and villagers prepare lunch

Tapiwa Madzamba and Mr Bvumburai chatting before the 
proceedings start at Manyiri Primary School.

| Students fetching water to drink in preparation 
for a long day ahead. 

 | Ushers from a nearby High School
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 | After a brief Welcome-meeting in the headmaster’s office, it was time for the delegates to take seats in the VIP tent.

Manyiri drum majorettes 
perfoming, before the 
school choir led in singing 
the national anthem
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| Learnmore Chanakira (Chiredzi Branch) capturing a 
moment while the MC delivers the welcome remarks. 

| Outstanding performance...

| Opening prayer 

 Protocol  | Traditional welcome for the Chief.

School head giving introductions.
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Mrs. Musemburi introducing the CBZ team.

Poetry club performs
CBZ Yauya (CBZ has come)

 Welcome |

Mrs. G delivering the keynote address
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 Handover | Mrs Gwatiringa hands over the classroom 
block to the school authorities and community leaders
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 Asante | 
The Responsible Authority 
(Mashoko Church of Christ) 

giving vote of thanks.
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| The school had special gifts of appreciation, goats and a sheep.
| Zaka East MP thanking CBZ for the lifelong gift
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CELEBRATIONS: 
After heavy lunch, it 

was time for 
music and dance.

The dust is evidence of 
the footwork done.

Report 
Henry Maposa
Anesu Kisimisi

Photo & Graphics
Anesu Kisimisi
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